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PolarPro case for iPhone 15 Pro (desert)
The  case  is  tailored  to  fit  the  iPhone  15  Pro,  does  not  cover  the  buttons  and  protects  it  from  damage.  In  addition,  the  aluminium
LiteChaser cover allows you to use your device safely when attached to the handlebars of your bike or motorbike. What's more, you can
also replace the cover with a filter or remove it completely - just as you are comfortable with. In addition, the case is compatible with
MagSafe, so you can charge your iPhone wirelessly.
 
Defender Plate protector
The Defender Plate protector is designed to fully protect your iPhone 15 Pro's lenses when it's exposed to the elements, such as when
you mount your smartphone on the handlebars of your bike or motorbike. Thanks to its clever design, you can quickly remove it to take a
photo.
 
Support for magnetic charging
The PolarPro case for iPhone 15 Pro is a high-quality product made of non-slip material. It supports wireless charging, so you don't have
to  take it  off  for  this  time.  In  addition,  it  supports  MagSafe,  which  allows you to  safely  charge your  equipment  and use  the  magnetic
holder.
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Compatible with other accessories
The case is compatible with accessories such as CP, VND3-5 and UV filters or adapters: with 67 mm thread or LightChaser 13/14. You will
also connect the product with a Bluetooth shutter. Please note: accessories are not part of the kit, they can be purchased separately. 
 
	Manufacturer
	PolarPro
	Model
	IP15-P-DSRT
	Colour
	desert
	Dimensions
	151.96 × 78.88 × 16.19 mm
	Weight
	51.39 g
	Material
	TPE, polycarbonate, 6061 CNC aluminium

Price:

€ 72.00
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